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Aguas de Ibiza

COOL SOPHISTICATION
IN AN OASIS OF RELAXATION
64

The chic charms of one of the Mediterranean’s hottest destinations have
been enhanced with a new contemporary touch of Mediterranean wellbeing
following the re-opening of the Revival Spa at Aguas de Ibiza hotel.
Headed by Sara Folch’s Barcelona studio, the team of interior designers have
created an intimate and minimalist space that is both fresh and cosy, highlighted by the characteristic white and sandy colours of Ibiza.
Extending over 1,500 square metres and comprising 11 spacious treatment
rooms, Revival Spa offers oriental therapeutic massage, baths with salts
from Ibiza, aromatherapy and exclusive facial and body treatments. Its fa-
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cilities include a sauna, hammam, Turkish bath, cold pool, ice fountain,
counter-current jet, relaxation and feng shui pools, relaxation area with
colour therapy, outdoor relaxation area and tea bar.
Treatments available range from volcanic stone massages to revitalising
seaweed and almond solutions – and other oriental rituals.
The centre is also home to an alkalising juice detox programme to help
cleanse the body and mind; is the only centre in Spain to offer the Universal Contour Wrap, “which guarantees that you lose 15 centimetres in a
single session”; and offers body sculptor, presotherapy and eurowave to
address cellulite and tone and shift hard fat deposits.
Revival Spa has partnered with Clarins to create a Skin Spa, for facials,
treatments for young skin, treatments specifically for men, body treat-

ments, body scrubs and massages, carried out exclusively with manual
methods and products made of the finest plant extracts; and has an exclusive boutique with the whole range of Clarins products, as well as a
modern hairdressing salon.
TRIP FILE
Hotel Aguas de Ibiza Lifestyle & Spa is a five-star establishment owned by
the Torres family and comprising 112 suites.
Aguas de Ibiza
C/ Salvador Camacho
Santa Eulalia del Río
www.aguasdeibiza.com
HOMEANDLIFESTYLE.ES
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